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The current-induced domain wall motion along a thin cobalt ferromagnetic strip sandwiched in a

multilayer (Pt/Co/AlO) is theoretically studied with emphasis on the roles of the Rashba field, the

spin Hall effect, and the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. The results point out that these

ingredients, originated from the spin-orbit coupling, are consistent with recent experimental

observations in three different scenarios. With the aim of clarifying which is the most plausible the

influence of in-plane longitudinal and transversal fields is evaluated. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4818723]

The current-induced domain wall motion (CIDWM)

along thin ferromagnetic layers with high perpendicular

magnetoscrystalline anisotropy sandwiched between a heavy

metal and an oxide has been demonstrated to be very

efficient,1–4 and it promises unprecedented opportunities for

developing spintronic devices.5 Apart from its technological

interest, the CIDWM along these asymmetric stacks is also

of fundamental relevance because it is related to interesting

physics phenomena. The CIDWM is often explained in terms

of the standard adiabatic and non-adiabatic spin-transfer tor-

ques (STTs).6,7 However, the domain wall (DW) moves

along the current (against the electron flow) in Pt/Co/AlO

(Ref. 1) and in Pt/CoFe/MgO (Ref. 3) stacks, an observation

which is contrary to the standard STT unless the polarization

factor P or the non-adiabatic parameter n are negative.

Moreover, the addressed high velocity in these asymmetric

stacks is not consistent with the STT, and recent experimental

observations1,8 pointed out that in the presence of structural

inversion asymmetry and/or heavy metals like Pt,1,2,9 strong

spin-orbit coupling (SOC) can lead to additional spin-orbit

torques (SOTs) qualitatively different from the STTs. These

SOTs could, at least, be originated by two phenomena: the

Rashba effect due to the large SOC and structure inversion

asymmetry at the two different heavy-metal/ferromagnet and

ferromagnet/oxide interfaces10–14 and/or the spin Hall current

generated from the heavy metal layer and injected in the thin

ferromagnet.15–21 On the other hand, a thin ferromagnetic

layer in contact with a heavy-metal with strong SOC is

expected to experience an interfacial anisotropic exchange

due to the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI).22–29 The

DMI is a chiral spin-orbit interaction originating from relativ-

istic effects that occur due to the lack of inversion symmetry

of the atomic structure, and it can result in topologically rich

magnetization patterns such as spiral, skyrmions25,27,28 or chi-

ral domain walls.29 In particular, it has been recently pointed

out that in a thin ferromagnetic layer sandwiched between a

heavy-metal and an oxide, the DMI stabilizes chiral DWs of

Neel type which are efficiently driven by the spin Hall effect

(SHE).3,30 Given the broad interest on the CIDWM in these

heavy-metal/ferromagnet/oxide heterostructures, it is crucial

to reveal the underlaying physics of all these SOC effects.

In this paper, the experimental data by Miron et al.1 for

the CIDWM in a Pt/Co/AlO stack are taken as reference to

provide different explanations which could be theoretically

consistent with. Based on the experimental available works

and by using the one-dimensional model, we find and

describe three possible scenarios consistent with this highly

efficient CIDWM along the current by considering different

combinations of STTs, Rashba and spin Hall SOTs, and DMI.

In order to mimic the experimental results by Miron and

co-workers1 for a Co strip with a cross section of Ly � Lz

¼ 500 nm� 0:6 nm sandwiched between Pt and AlO layers,

the following parameters were adopted:1 saturation magnetiza-

tion Ms ¼ 1:09� 106 A=m, exchange constant A ¼ 10�11 J=m,

uniaxial anisotropy constant Ku ¼ 1:19� 106 J=m3, and

damping a ¼ 0:2.33 Under instantaneous injection of a spa-

tially uniform current density along the x-axis ~ja ¼ ja~ux, the

magnetization dynamics is governed by the augmented

Landau-Lifshitz Gilbert equation

d~m

dt
¼ �c0~m � ~Hef f þ a ~m � d~m

dt

� �
þ~sST þ~sSO; (1)

where ~mð~r; tÞ ¼ ~Mð~r; tÞ=Ms is the normalized local magnet-

ization, c0 is the gyromagnetic ratio, and a the Gilbert damp-

ing parameter. ~Hef f is effective field, which apart from the

standard exchange, magnetostatic, uniaxial anisotropy and

Zeeman contributions also includes the DMI22–24

~HDMI ¼ �
1

l0Ms

d�DMI

d~m
; (2)

where �DMI is the DMI energy density24 given by30

�DMI ¼ D½mzr � ~m � ð~m � rÞmz� (3)
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and D is the DMI parameter describing its intensity. The

STT~sST is given by6,7

~sST ¼ bJð~ux � rÞ~m � nbJ~m � ð~ux � rÞ~m; (4)

where bJ ¼ ja
lBP
eMs

with lB the Bohr magneton and e < 0 the

electron’s charge. Finally, ~sSO describes the SOTs, which

includes Rashba and spin Hall contributions

~sSO ¼ �c0~m � ~HR þ gc0n~m � ð~m � ~HRÞ þ c0~m

� ð~m � HSH~uyÞ; (5)

where two contributions from the Rashba effect (1st and

2nd terms in Eq. (5)) and one from the spin Hall effect

(3rd term in Eq. (5)) can be identified. In the presence

of the Rashba interaction, the charge current flowing in

the thin ferromagnetic layer in a direction parallel to the

interfaces generates a spin accumulation that can interact

with the local magnetization via an exchange coupling

mediated by a Rashba effective field ~HR ¼ HR~uy given

by1,11,12

~HR ¼
aRP

l0lBMs
ð~uz �~jaÞ ¼

aRPja

l0lBMs
~uy; (6)

with aR being the Rashba parameter. Other Rashba SOT

could also arise either from the spin diffusion inside the

magnetic layer or from a spin current associated to

Rashba interaction at the interfaces with the spin-orbit

metal.14 These phenomena have been predicted to con-

tribute to the SOT by means of an additional non-

adiabatic contribution to the Rashba SOT,13,14 which is

proportional to the non-adiabatic parameter n (2nd terms

in Eq. (5)). Another possible source of SOT originates

from the SHE.15,16 In a typical multilayer stack, a spin

current can be generated by the SHE in the heavy non-

magnetic metal layers such as Pt. This spin current can

be injected into the ferromagnetic layer, resulting in an

additional SOT (3rd term in Eq. (5)), with amplitude

HSH given by18–21

HSH ¼
�hhSHja

l02eMsLz
¼ lBhSHja

c0eMsLz
; (7)

where Lz is the thickness of the ferromagnetic layer,

hSH is the Spin Hall angle, which is defined as the ra-

tio between the spin current and the charge current den-

sities. Here, the factor g was considered to account

(g ¼ 1) or not (g ¼ 0) the Slonczewski-like torque due

to the Rashba effect. On the other hand, the SHE

results in a Slonczewski-like torque (3rd term at the rhs

in Eq. (5)).

The one-dimensional model (1DM), assumes that (i)

the magnetization varies only in the direction of the strip

(here x-axis, ~mðx; tÞ) and that (ii) the static DW profile

is essentially preserved during its motion. In this 1DM,

the extended LLG Eq. (1) can be integrated over the

static DW profile,3,6,7,30 and therefore, the CIDWM,

including STTs, SOTs, and DMI, is described by two

coupled equations

_X

D
¼ ac00H � c00HK

2
sinð2UÞ þ ð1þ anÞ

1þ a2

bJ

D

þ p
2

c00½�ð1þ angÞHR þ aHSH � Hy�cosðUÞ

þ p
2

c00½HD þ Hx�sinðUÞ; (8)

_U ¼ c00H þ a
c00HK

2
sinð2UÞ þ ðn� aÞ

1þ a2

bJ

D

þ p
2

c00½�ðgn� aÞHR þ HSH þ aHy�cosðUÞ

�a
p
2

c00½HD þ Hx�sinðUÞ; (9)

where c00 ¼ c0=ð1þ a2Þ, X ¼ X(t) is the DW position, and

U ¼ UðtÞ is the DW angle, which is defined as the in-plane

(x-y) angle with respect to the positive x-axis: Uð0Þ ¼ 0; p
for Neel DW, and Uð0Þ ¼ p=2; 3p=2 for Bloch DW configu-

rations. Positive current (ja > 0) is along the positive x-axis,

D is the DW width, and HK is the hard-axis anisotropy field

of magnetostatic origin. The DW width is estimated to be

D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A=Ku

p
� 3 nm, and the shape anisotropy field is given

HK ¼ NxMs, where Nx is the magnetostatic factor given by34

Nx ¼ LzLogð2Þ=ðpDÞ ¼ 0:044. HD ¼ D=ðl0MsDÞ is the

DMI effective field pointing along the x-axis inside

the DW.30 The applied field has Cartesian components

ðHx;Hy;HzÞ. The total field H ¼ Hz þ HpðXÞ þ HthðtÞ
includes (i) the applied magnetic field along the easy z-axis

(Hz), (ii) the spatial dependent pinning field (HpðXÞ), which

accounts for local imperfections and can be derived from an

effective spatial-dependent pinning potential VpinðXÞ as

HpðXÞ ¼ � 1
2l0MsLyLz

@VpinðXÞ
@X , and (iii) the thermal field (HthðtÞ),

which describes the effect of thermal fluctuations.31,32

In order to explain the experimental results by Miron

and co-workers,1 several combinations of STTs, SOTs, and

DMI have been evaluated. In the following discussion, the

possible ones consistent with the highly efficient CIDWM

along the current are described.

Scenario 1. The experimental observations by Miron

and co-workers1 indicates a DW motion (CIDWM) along

the current, reaching velocities around 400 m/s for ja � 3

�1012A=m2. This high efficiency was interpreted by the

authors by suggesting that a strong Rashba field stabilizes

the Bloch DW configuration and supports the standard STT

with both a high polarization factor (P � 1) and non-

adiabaticity (n � 1). However, the standard STT considers

that both P > 0 and n > 0 are positive quantities predicting

a DWM against the current (along the electron flow). The ex-

perimental observations could be in principle consistent with

this scenario (strong Rashba field supporting the STT) if

one of them (P or n) is a negative value. For example, it has

theoretically suggested that in very narrow walls, the

non-adiabaticity could change its sign.35,36 Therefore, here

we have explored this scenario by considering a similar

value of the Rashba parameter as suggested in Ref. 38

(aR ¼ 10�10 eVm with g ¼ 0) along with the standard STTs

with P¼ 0.5 and n ¼ �1. The 1DM predictions for the DW

velocity and the terminal DW angle are shown in Figs. 1(a)

and 1(b) and compared to the experimental data by Miron

and co-workers1 (blue squares). The experimental results for

the DW velocity depict a low-current creep regime and a
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high-current flow regime. The first one is dominated by the

balance between the driving force (STT) and the local pin-

ning potential due to the imperfections which oppose to the

free DW motion. For very low currents, the DW does not

move because the driving current is still very small to over-

come the local energy barrier induced by local pinning. As

the current increases, the DW motion is thermally activated,

and the DW velocity increases exponentially, a typical

behavior of the thermally activated DW motion in the creep

regime.37 For very high current, the DW reaches the flow re-

gime where pinning, and thermal effects play a negligible

role.37 Therefore, the DW velocity in this high-current flow

regime can be fitted by the 1DM in the absence of pinning

and thermal effects if the key parameters (P, n, and aR) are

properly chosen, as it is the case of the black squares in Fig.

1(a), where Vpin ¼ 0 and T¼ 0. As it is shown in Fig. 1(b),

the DW configuration is of Bloch type: the internal DW mag-

netization points along the positive transversal y-axis for

positive currents (U � þp=2) or along the negative transver-

sal y-axis for negative currents (U � 3p=2) as it is expected

from Eq. (6). The inclusion of pinning (Vpin 6¼ 0) in the 1DM

(with V0 ¼ 1:8� 10�20 J and p¼ 30 nm), both at zero tem-

perature (T¼ 0, open circles in Fig. 1(a)) and at room tem-

perature (T¼ 300 K, solid red line in Fig. 1(a)), provides a

more realistic description of the full experimental results.

Note that the flow regime, which is the relevant one to

extract the key parameters, does not change substantially

with respect to the perfect case.

Scenario 2. Although it has been theoretically predicted

that the non-adiabatic parameter could be negative in narrow

walls,35,36 the experimental verification has not been estab-

lished. Moreover, it has been experimentally demonstrated

that the SHE-driven spin accumulation at the heavy-metal/

ferromagnet interface generates a Slonczewski-like torque

strong enough to switch uniformly magnetized films.18,19

Apart from the Slonczewski-like torque due to the SHE, the

theoretical work by Wang and Manchon14 indicates that also

the Rashba field could contribute to the Slonczewski-like tor-

que, which enters as a correction proportional to the non-

adiabaticity.13 Here, it has been verified that considering

both the field-like and Slonczewski-like torques due to the

Rashba (g ¼ 1) along with the Slonczewski-like torque due

to the SHE (hSH ¼ 0:13), the experimental results1 can be

also reproduced if a small and positive non-adiabatic param-

eter (n ¼ þ0:1) is taken into account (Fig. 1(c)). Note that

the deduced value for the spin Hall angle (hSH ¼ 0:13) is in

good agreement with experimental measurements.17–19 Also

in this scenario, the internal DW adopts an internal magnet-

ization close to the Bloch type which again is mainly related

to the strong Rashba field-like torque (Fig. 1(d)). Although

now the non-adiabaticity is positive and considerably small

than in the former scenario, a high value of the Rashba pa-

rameter (aR ¼ 10�10 eVm) is still required to achieve the fit.

However, several experimental works3,19 have pointed out

that the Rashba field is indeed around two orders of magni-

tude smaller than the used here (aR ¼ 10�10 eVm (Ref. 38)).

Note also that although it is not depicted here, it was verified

that by reducing the Rashba parameter by one order of mag-

nitude (aR ¼ 10�11 eVm), the direction of DW motion

reverses being along the electron flow, in contradiction to the

experiments (for such a low Rashba field, the STT dominates

for all tested values of 0 < n < 20a and 0 < hSH < 0:2).

Scenario 3. Apart from the high Rashba parameter

required by previous scenarios, they are only in agreement

with the experimental observations in the presence of the

standard STT. However, current-induced DW motion is

absent in symmetric Pt/Co/Pt stacks,2,39–41 and semi-

classical transport calculations41 suggest that spin-polarized

current in the ultrathin (<1 nm) Co layer is vanishingly

small. A recent work by Tanigawa et al.42 has also shown

the vanishing polarization for thinner Co layer in a Co/Ni

system. Therefore, in the absence of STT, the Rashba field-

like torque (1st term in Eq. (5)) only stabilizes the Bloch

DW configuration, but it lacks the correct symmetry to drive

FIG. 1. DW velocity and DW angle as a function of the applied density current in three different scenarios: (a), (b) STT with P¼ 0.5 and n ¼ �1 and Rashba

field with aR ¼ 10�10 eVm and g ¼ 0; (c), (d) STT with P¼ 0.5 and n ¼ þ0:1, Rashba field with aR ¼ 10�10 eVm and g ¼ 1, and SHE with hSH ¼ 0:13; (e),

(f) DMI with D ¼ �2:4 mJ=m2 and SHE with hSH ¼ 0:08. Blue squares correspond to the experimental data by Miron.1 Black squares are the 1DM predictions

for a perfect strip at zero temperature. Open circles are the 1DM results considering a rough sample (Vpin 6¼ 0) at zero temperature, and red lines are the 1DM

results considering a rough sample (Vpin 6¼ 0) at room temperature (T¼ 300 K). The simulated pinning potential is given by VpinðXÞ ¼ V0 sin2ðpX=pÞ. The peri-

odicity of the pinning landscape is p¼ 30 nm, and the amplitude is V0 ¼ 1:8� 10�20 J; V0 ¼ 6� 10�20 J, and V0 ¼ 50� 10�20 J for the cases (a), (b), and (c),

respectively. A positive velocity indicates a DW motion along the x > 0 axis that is along the direction of the positive current.
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DWs directly. Note also that if the polarization factor is

indeed close to zero (P � 0) for thin Co layers, both field-

like and Slonczewski-like torque contributions due to the

Rashba field will be also vanishingly small or null. On the

contrary, the SHE is not proportional to P, but its

Slonczewski-like torque (3rd term in Eq. (5)) would result to

be zero for a perfect Bloch DW configuration.43 Due to mag-

netostatics considerations,44 the Bloch configuration is

expected to be the energetically favored state in most of the

experimental studies. Although deviations from the pure

Bloch state could be induced by field misalignments, small

contributions from the STT or from shape anisotropy in nar-

row wires,8 up-down and down-up DWs would be driven in

opposite directions. Therefore, SHE alone cannot drive trains

of DWs in the same direction,8 and it alone is not capable to

explain the current-driven DW motion in Pt/Co/AlO and

similar stacks. As recently pointed out by Emori et al.,3 the

additional ingredient is the DMI, which has been theoretical

shown to promote chiral Neel DWs as a consequence of the

anisotropy exchange between the magnetic moments and the

interfacial atoms with high SOC.22–27,29 Indeed, the current-

driven DW motion in heavy-metal/ferromagnet/oxide struc-

tures is naturally explained by the combination of the SHE,

which produces the main current-induced torque, and the

DMI, which stabilizes chiral Neel DWs whose symmetry

permits uniform motion with very high efficiency.3 Here we

show that this scenario (SHE along with DMI) is indeed

quantitatively consistent with the experimental results by

Miron.1 The 1DM results for hSH ¼ 0:08 and D ¼
�2:4 mJ=m2 are compared to the experimental values in Fig.

1(e). Contrary to former scenarios, now the Rashba and the

STT are zero. The up-down DW configuration under zero

current is of Neel type (U ¼ p) with its internal magnetiza-

tion pointing mainly along the negative x-axis due to the

negative value of the DMI (Fig. 1(f)). For finite currents, the

DW deviates from the perfect Neel state, and it tends to

reach an intermediate state between Bloch and Neel states

for very high currents: U! p=4 for very high positive cur-

rents and U! 5p=4 for negative currents.

The results of Fig. 1 indicate that in principle the three

scenarios could be consistent with the experimental results.

In order to elucidate if one of them is indeed describing the

physics governing the current-driven DW motion in these

asymmetric stacks, the influence of in-plane fields, along the

longitudinal x-axis or along the transversal y-axis, have been

studied by the 1DM considering a perfect sample at zero

temperature. The transversal field (~By ¼ l0Hy~uy) points in

the same direction than the Rashba field (~BR ¼ l0HR~uy),

supporting or opposing to it depending on its sign. The longi-

tudinal field (~Bx ¼ l0Hx~ux) points in the same direction than

DMI (~BD ¼ l0HD~ux). The results for the three scenarios are

depicted in Fig. 2 under a fixed current of ja ¼ 1012 A=m2.

Due to the strong Rashba field considered in the scenario 1

(BR � 791 mT), the current-driven DW velocity is not modi-

fied by the in-plane fields (Fig. 2(a)). When the SHE is taken

into account along with the STT and the Rashba field (sce-

nario 2, the DW reaches a saturation velocity with different

signs under strong longitudinal fields with opposite polarities

(see Fig. 2(b)). These strong longitudinal field promote the

Neel DW configuration which is mainly driven by the SHE.

Under transversal fields, the DW velocity also experiences a

change of sign around By � 60 mT which is approximately

the value of the SHE effective field HSH given by Eq. (7).

For strong transversal fields the DW adopts a Bloch state and

the velocity tends to vanish because of the low non-

adiabaticity. Finally, under the only action of SHE and DMI

(scenario 3), the negative (positive) longitudinal field sup-

ports (opposes) the DMI field (see Fig. 2(c)). In the absence

of in-plane field (Bx ¼ By ¼ 0), the DW state is of Neel type

with internal magnetization pointing to the left (U � p) due

to the negative value of the DMI. The DW velocity saturates

under strong negative longitudinal fields, but it decreases

under positive longitudinal fields which oppose to the DMI.

Under very strong Bx (not shown), the internal DW magnet-

ization reverses pointing to the right (U � 0), and this

change in the DW chirality produces also a reversal on the

DW motion (see supplementary material in Ref. 3).

Transversal fields also modify the DW velocity in this sce-

nario. For transversal fields with jByj > 200 mT, the DW ve-

locity decreases monotonously because the internal DW

magnetization starts to deviate from the pure Neel state.

Under very strong transversal fields (not shown) the DW ve-

locity tends to zero because the DW configuration adopts a

Bloch state which cannot be driven by the SHE. It is worthy

to note that although our former experimental study was con-

ducted in the thermally activated regime in a slightly differ-

ent material system,3 it qualitatively shows the same

behavior than the predicted results of the scenario 3 (Fig.

2(c)), and it is definitely not consistent with Fig. 2(a) (sce-

nario 1) or Fig. 2(b) (scenario 2) studied here.

Some preliminary micromagnetic simulations have been

also carried out for the same experimental cross section

(with Ly ¼ 500 nm and Lz ¼ 0:6 nm), indicating that under

strong in-plane fields not only the internal DW moment is

FIG. 2. Current-driven DW velocity as a function of the in-plane fields (black squares Bx, open circles By) predicted by the 1DM for a perfect sample at zero

temperature. Three different scenarios are studied: (a) scenario 1: STT with P¼ 0.5 and n ¼ �1, and Rashba field with aR ¼ 10�10 eVm and g ¼ 0; (b) sce-

nario 2: STT with P¼ 0.5 and n ¼ þ0:1, Rashba field with aR ¼ 10�10 eVm and g ¼ 1, and SHE with hSH ¼ 0:13; (c) scenario 3: DMI with D ¼ �2:4 mJ=m2

and SHE with hSH ¼ 0:08. The applied current is ja ¼ 1012 A=m2 in all cases.
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rotated toward to the field but also the DW plane is eventu-

ally tilted and the magnetization in the domains slightly

deviates from the z-axis (not shown here). These two last

issues cannot be accounted by the simple 1DM used here,

and therefore full micromagnetic simulations are need to

completely describe the influence of in-plane fields on the

current-induced DW motion by the SHE in the presence of

DMI (scenario 3). However, such a full micromagnetic anal-

ysis of these issues will require a substantial computational

effort and is beyond the scope of the present work. This

study is currently being performed, and the results will be

addressed elsewhere.45 In the meanwhile, the 1DM results of

Fig. 2 have to be considered as a first approach valid for the

low-field range. Indeed, the 1DM results reproduce quite

accurately the full micromagnetic simulations in strips with

reduced width (see supplementary material for a compared

micromagnetic and 1DM analysis).46

In summary, three different scenarios seem to be con-

sistent with recent experimental observations in the high-

current flow regime, where the DW propagates along the

current with high efficiency. In the first case, a strong

Rashba field stabilizes the Bloch configuration which is

propagated by the spin transfer torque if a negative non-

adiabaticity is considered. Similar results are also obtained

for positive non-adiabaticity if both Rashba and spin Hall

contributions to the Slonczewski-like torque are included

along with the Rashba field-like torque. The third possibility

indicates that, even in the absence of both Rashba and

spin-transfer torques, the DW can be driven along the current

by the Slonczewski-like spin Hall torque if the Neel DW

configuration with a given chirality is adopted as due to

the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. From our fitting, a

strong Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction was inferred

(D ¼ �2:4 mJ=m2) considering similar spin Hall angle as

the one directly measured in switching experiments.3 With

the aim of providing other test for the experiments, the influ-

ence of in-plane field on the current-driven DW velocity has

been also analyzed. This study could be useful to elucidate

which are the real and dominant mechanisms governing the

underlying physics behind the current-driven DW motion

along asymmetric stacks.
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